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Seyfert Galaxies
General: discovery, properties , characteristics



Seyfert 1943, ApJ...97...28
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Seyfert 1943, ApJ...97...28 studied “6 extragalactic 
nebulae” that were showing:
• “high excitation nuclear emission emission lines 

superposed on  a normal G-type spectrum”
• all lines were Doppler broadened up to 8500 km/s
• the max width of the Balmer emission increased 

with the absolute mag of the nucleus and the 
(light on nucleus)/(total light of nebula)

• following Khachikian & Weedman 1974, ApJ...
192...581, they are further classified:

• Seyfert 1: HI Balmer lines are broader than 
forbidden lines

• Seyfert 2: HI Balmer lines and forbidden lines are 
approximately same width

(typically FWHM for forbidden lines for both are 
300-800 km/s while HI in Seyfert 1’s are 
1000-6000 km/sec)



Seyfert galaxies then are characterized by: 
• extremely bright nuclei
• very bright emission lines 
• lines strong Doppler broadened, 
• vary fast
• originating near an accretion disc:

‣ at the surface of the accretion disk, or 
‣ at gas clouds illuminated by the central 

engine in an ionization cone
• narrow lines from the outer part of the AGN 
• not varying
• in Type 2 the broad component is obscured

‣ in cases it can be observed in polarized 
light which is BLR scattered by hot, 
gaseous halo surrounding the nucleus 
(Antonucci & Miller 1985, ApJ...297...621).
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Narrow Line Seyfert 1 galaxies
General Characteristics



Davidson & Kinman 1978, ApJ...225...776 noticed 
that MRK 359: 
• was lying at the low-end of the line-width 

distribution 
• HI and forbidden lines showed FWHM ~ 300 km/s 

(similar to Seyfert 2)
• and showed properties common for Seyfert 1’s 

but rare for Seyfert 2‘s:
‣ strong featureless continuum 

‣ strong high-ionisation lines (e.g. [Fe VII] 
and [Fe X])  

That is: shows a mixture of properties of type 1 and 
2 implying a special category that of “Narrow Line 
Seyfert 1” (Osterbrock & Dahari 1983, ApJ...
273...478)

Koski 1978, ApJ...223...56 and Philips 1978, APJL...
38...187 noticed that MRK 42 showed similar 
properties with all line-widths to be narrow like in 
Seyfert 2

HST image, Malkan, Gorjian & Tam, 1998, ApJ...117...25
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HST image, Malkan, Gorjian & Tam, 1998, ApJ...117...25
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Osterbrock & Pogge 1985, ApJ...297...166 then studied a 
number of such sources that showed:
• unusually narrow HI lines 
• strong Fe II line
• normal luminosities 
• Hβ was slightly weaker than typical Seyfert 1’s

Zhou et al 2007, ApJ...658...L13 summarize:
• a narrow width of the broad Balmer emission line: 

FWHM(Hβ) < 2000 km s-1 
• weak forbidden lines: [O III] λ5007/Hβ < 3).
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Narrow Line Seyfert 1 galaxies
Radio Observations



Ulvestad, Antonucci & Goodrich 1995, AJ...109...81 studied 7 
NLSY1s with VLA:
• the radio power at 5 GHz is moderate (1020-23 W/Hz) 
• the radio emission is compact (< 300 pc)

Moran 2000, NewA Rev....44...527 studied 24 NLSY1s with 
VLA:
• most of the sources are unresolved 
• show relatively steep spectra

Stepanian et al. 2003, ApJ...588...746 studied 26 NLS1 
galaxies and found:
• found 9 radio-detected (FIRST)  all radio-quiet

Greene, Ho & Ulvestad 2006, ApJ...636...56 observed in radio 
19 galaxies with low BH mass and NLS1 spectra and found 
only 1
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Ulvestad, Antonucci & Goodrich 1995, AJ...109...81
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Komossa et al 2006, AJ...132...531 studied a number of 
NLS1s and found:
• most radio-loud NLS1 are compact, steep-spectrum, 

accreting close to or above the LEdd

• black hole masses are generally at the upper observed 
end for NLS1 but still unusually small

• index R is distributed smoothly up to the critical value 
of ~ 10 and covers about 4 orders of magnitude  

• ~7% of the NLS1 galaxies are formally radio-loud, 
• only 2.5% exceed a radio index R > 100
• morphology similar Compact Steep Spectrum sources 

(e.g. PKS 2004−447 by Galo et al. 2006, MNRAS...
370...245)

Komossa et al 2006, AJ...132...531

fall into that part of the radio-loud regime sometimes referred to
as ‘‘radio-intermediate’’ (log R ’ 1 2, as opposed to truly radio-
loud, above log R ’ 2 3; e.g., Falcke et al. 1996), a regime in
which objects are relatively rare, which classically defined the
radio-loud/radio-quiet bimodality of AGNs.

2.4.2. Variability

Several sources were observed during both the NVSS and
FIRST survey, and these data can be used to assess the radio var-
iability of the galaxies. Generally, we find that NVSS and FIRST
radio fluxes agree well with each other. For three sources, fluxes
differ by approximately a factor of 1.6–1.8. Among these, the vari-
ability of SDSS J094857.3+002225 (integratedfluxdensitySFIRST !
111:5 mJy and SNVSS ! 69:5 mJy) is likely real (Zhou et al.
2003). The other two sources areMrk 478 (SFIRST ! 3:3mJy and

SNVSS ! 5:2mJy) and PHL 1811 (SFIRST ! 1:2mJy and SNVSS !
2:1 mJy). Higher NVSS than FIRST fluxes are actually expected
in the cases of very extended sources, because part of the ex-
tended emission will be missed by FIRST (e.g., Fig. 7 of White
et al. 1997). Indeed, we find indications that the radio emission of
PHL 1811 is extended (major axis of 2B9 reported in the FIRST
catalog, and a value of <7400 in the NVSS catalog). Inspecting
the NVSS and FIRST images we find that Mrk 478 has a nearby
bright companion source that might have slightly contributed
to the NVSS radio flux estimate. Barvainis et al. (1996) report
a dedicated radio observation of Mrk 478 at 1.49 GHz with
S ! 4:46 " 0:47 mJy, within the errors almost consistent with
the NVSS and FIRST measurements.

Among those sources detected in the radio band there are 10 in
the FIRST database that do not have an NVSS counterpart, while
7 in the NVSS database do not have a FIRST counterpart. The
latter is just due to the nonavailability of FIRST observations
at the respective coordinates. The radio images of sources with
FIRST-only detections were carefully inspected by eye, and it
turns out that all FIRST detections are consistent to within better
than a factor of 2 with the NVSS upper limits.

2.4.3. Radio Spectral Indices

Several sources were observed in the radio regime at more
than one frequency. These data can be used to estimate radio spec-
tral shapes. Radio spectral indices ! r are reported in Table 1; ! r

shows a large scatter. Steep- and flat-spectrum sources are ob-
served. While the two galaxies SDSS J094857.3+002225 and
RX J16290+4007 show very flat spectra (! r ! 0:6 and 0.4, re-
spectively), the majority of NLS1 galaxies are of steep-spectrum
type (! r < #0:5).

2.4.4. Notes on Individual Objects

We comment here on the 11 apparently radio-loudest objects
of this study, i.e., those falling above or close to the critical radio
index, R1:4 ! 19 (Fig. 1). Emphasis is put on the questions of
how safely these galaxies can be called ‘‘radio-loud’’ (x 2.3) and
how reliable their optical spectral classification is.

Fig. 2.—Distribution of the radio index R1:4 of the NLS1 galaxies of our
sample. The value for R1:4 was calculated using NVSS radio fluxes and USNO-
B1 mB2 magnitudes, except if only FIRST fluxes and /or mB1 magnitudes were
available, whichwere then used. The thick horizontal bar marks the range within
the radio-loud regime that is sometimes referred to as ‘‘radio-intermediate.’’

TABLE 1

Summary of the Radio Properties of Radio-loud NLS1 Galaxies and Candidates

Name z R

"R
(GHz) ! r

"1
(GHz)

"2
(GHz) Comments

TEX 11111+329............................... 0.189 1249–445 1.4 #0.56 0.33 1.4 Optically absorbed

#1.24 1.4 4.85

<#2.07 1.4 15 Upper limit at 15 GHz (Nagar et al. 2003)

SDSS J094857+002225................... 0.584 793–194 1.4

>1000 5 0.59 2.7 4.85 Variable (Zhou et al. 2003)

SDSS J172206+565451................... 0.425 773–70 1.4 #0.69 0.33 1.4 Komossa et al. (2006)

RX J0134#4258 .............................. 0.237 178–36 4.85 #1.43 4.85 8.4 See also Grupe et al. (2000)

IRAS 20181#2244 .......................... 0.185 52–22 1.4 #0.51 0.35 1.4

RX J16290+4007............................. 0.272 41–21 1.4 0.42 1.4 4.85

68–35 4.85

IRAS 09426+1929........................... 0.284 28–16 1.4

PKS 0558#504................................ 0.137 16–14 4.85 #0.45 2.7 4.85

#0.38 0.84 2.7

RX J23149+2243............................. 0.168 18–8 1.4

2E 1346+2637 ................................. 0.915 18–6 1.4

SBS 1517+520................................. 0.371 27–12 1.4

PKS 2004#447................................ 0.24 6320–1710 4.85 #0.67 ATCA Variable (Oshlack et al. 2001)

Notes.—PKS 2004#447 (a peculiar NLS1 galaxy; Oshlack et al. 2001) was added for comparison. The range in radio index R of each galaxy is defined by the choice
of the blue magnitudes from different epochs/catalogs as in Fig. 1, and is based on FIRST observations if available. The z column is redshift, "R gives the observed
frequency at which R was calculated, ! r is the radio power-law spectral index ( f" / "$! ), and "1 and "2 specify the frequency interval in which ! r was calculated.
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the NLS1 population (e.g., Table 3 of Véron-Cetty et al. 2001),
except that the lowest Fe ii /H! ratios are missing in our sample.

SBS 1517+520 and RX J23149+2243 have rather broad
Balmer lines, and it depends on the way the profile of H! is fitted
whether or not they formally fulfill the criterion of FWHMH! <
2000 km s!1. Both of them have FWHMH!b

> 2000 km s!1,
while FWHMH!d

< 2000 km s!1. While the strict cut in FWHM
is a useful working criterion for extraction of NLS1 galaxy can-
didates from larger samples, it has been repeatedly noted that the
cut value is not well defined or even completely arbitrary. Véron-
Cetty et al. (2001) suggested that a better classification criterion
than FWHMH!may actually be the Fe ii ratio, Fe ii k4570/H!tot >
0:5. According to this criterion, both SBS 1517+520 and RX
J23149+2243 are still classified as NLS1 galaxies. After these
cautious comments, we continue to keep the two galaxies in the
sample, even though they fail a strict FWHMH!b

> 2000 km s!1

criterion.
RX J23149+2243 is exceptional in showing a very strong

and broad blue wing in the [O iii] k5007 and [O iii] k4959 lines.
The presence of the blue wing was hinted at in the earlier low-
resolution spectrum of Xu et al. (2003) and was confirmed in the
new spectrumwe took in 2005 November (full results on this gal-
axy will be presented elsewhere). [O iii] k5007 is well modeled by
two Gaussian lines. The core, with FWHM"O iii#n $ 620 km s!1, is
at the same redshift as the peak of H!, while the wing, with
FWHM"O iii#b $ 1560 km s!1, is highly blueshifted by 1260 km s!1.
SBS 1517+520 also shows a blue wing in [O iii]. The line is well
fitted by two Gaussian profiles with FWHM"O iii#n $ 610 km s!1

and FWHM"O iii#b $ 2070 km s!1, blueshifted by v $ 90 km s!1.
In the SDSS spectra of the other objects of our sample, the
blue wing is present but not exceptionally strong. For SDSS
J172206.03+565451.6 the line blueshift is v $ 140 km s!1, and
for RX J16290+4007 we measure v $ 230 km s!1.

4. X-RAY SPECTROSCOPY AND VARIABILITY

While some of the sources of our sample have no previous
X-ray studies, others (in particular, PKS 0558!504) have been
observed by most major X-ray satellites. In order to obtain rep-
resentative X-ray fluxes of all our sources in a homogeneous way,
including upper limits for nondetected sources, we make use of
the data obtained with the PSPC (Positional Sensitive Propor-
tional Counter) in the ROSAT All-Sky Survey (RASS; Voges
et al. 1999) and the later phase of pointed observations.

Nine out of the 11 sources have X-ray detections, eight of
these in the RASS and three in pointed observations. Count rates
and hardness ratios were obtained for all sources. Fixing the
absorption at the Galactic values in the directions of the individ-
ual sources, hardness ratios were then converted to power-law
indices, and the absorption-corrected fluxes in the (0.1–2.4) keV
bandwere determined. Power-law indices were in the range!X $
!1:9 to!4.3 (Table 2), with the exception of the faint source SBS
1517+520 (!X $ !1:1; likely caused by excess absorption). In
cases in which pointed observations existed (RX J16290+4007,
2E 1346+2637, and RX J0134!4258), these were given pref-
erence over the RASS data.

For the two nondetected sources, TEX 11111+329 and IRAS
09426+1929, upper limits were obtained. However, we caution
that while soft X-ray nondetections convert into safe upper lim-
its for nonobscured sources, the same is not true for obscured
sources. This is likely the case for both TEX 11111+329 and
IRAS 09426+1929. For completeness, we report the 2 " upper
limits on the soft (0.1–2.4 keV) X-ray count rates in Table 2, but
we do not convert them into luminosities and do not use them for
accretion rate estimates.

We also inspected the RASS X-ray light curves of the X-ray-
brighter sources and found thatmost are consistentwith a constant
source flux except for PKS 0558!504, which shows repeated
flaring activity. Variability of the X-ray-fainter sources cannot be
judged due to the poor statistics.

5. DISCUSSION

Judged on radio index, 11 objects can be classified as radio-
loud NLS1 galaxies or candidates. Our study almost triples the
number of recognized radio-loud NLS1 galaxies if the candidates
close to the dividing line are confirmed. Implications of the new
results are discussed below.

5.1. Comparison of the Properties of the Known Radio-loud
NLS1 Galaxies

Even though the number of known radio-loud NLS1 galaxies
and candidates is still small, we have enough objects now to
compare their X-ray, optical, and radio properties to have a first
assessment of their similarities or differences. In particular, we
checked whether the%11 radio-loud NLS1 galaxies are extreme
in one or more of their multiwavelength spectral properties, i.e.,
whether they differ significantly from the radio-quiet galaxies in
their properties, and whether there is a trend within the sample
such that one or more properties correlate with radio loudness.
Among optical emission lines, the ‘‘first eigenvector’’ (Boroson

& Green 1992) is evident among the objects of our sample in that
weak [O iii]/H! emission tends to go hand-in-hand with strong
Fe ii emission and vice versa. Both [O iii]/H! and Fe ii /H! vary
strongly across the sample, almost spanning the whole range ob-
served in NLS1 galaxies. In Figure 3 we plot the location of the
radio-loud NLS1 galaxies in the (Fe ii, [O iii]) diagram, in com-
parison with one of the largest homogeneously analyzed optical
NLS1 samples available to date (Xu et al. 2006).We do not find a
strong correlation of any of the parameters with radio loudness,
but larger samples are needed to confirm this.
Even though radio loudness did not occur in the sample of

Marziani et al. (2001) for line widths FWHMHbb
< 4000 km s!1,

the radio-loud galaxies of our sample do populate regions sim-
ilar to those of other AGNs in the (FWHMHbb

, Fe ii) diagram
(Fig. 4 ofMarziani et al. 2001) and extend the range inwhich radio

Fig. 3.—Distribution of the radio-loud NLS1 galaxies of our sample ( filled
squares) in the (Fe ii /H!tot , [O iii]/H!tot) diagramof NLS1galaxies (open squares;
Xu et al. 2006). Square size scales with radio loudness; the larger the square di-
ameter the radio-louder the source. The source IRAS 20181!2243 is off the plot,
indicated by the arrow.
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RL Narrow Line Seyfert 1 galaxies
the Fermi / LAT discovery 



Abdo et al. 2009, ApJ...699...976 reports the very first 
Fermi/LAT detection of PMNJ0948+0022

in the first year 4 RL NLSy1 galaxies are detected 
(Foschini et al. 2010, ASPC...427...243): 
• 1H0323+342 (z = 0.061) 
• PMNJ0948+0022 (z = 0.585) 
• PKS1502+036 (z = 0.409) 
• PKS2004-447 (z = 0.24)

after 30 months 7 are detected : 
• SBS 0846+513 (z = 0.585) (F. D’Ammando et al. 

2012, MNRAS...426...317)

currently ~dozen RL NLSy1s are detected in MeV - 
GeV ate lower significance (Foschini et al. 2011, PoS...
024 : http://tinyurl.com/gnls1s)

PMNJ0948+0022 for the July 2010 outburst
Foschini et al. 2010 (image compilation by L. Foschini)
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What is so special about RL NLSy1s: 

E.g. Foschini et al. 2013, PoS: 
• a new class of γ-ray AGN
• show jets similar to blazars although very different 

in: 
‣ mass 106−8M⊙

‣ high accretion rate 0.1 − 1LEdd, 
‣ host  morphology (mostly in spirals) 

• What switches on the jet production?
• allow us to study a rather unexplored range of low 

masses (106−8M⊙):

‣ breaking down of the mass requirement of the 
central accreting object to develop a jet in AGN 
(Laor 2000, ApJ...543...L111)

• RL NLSy1s maybe blazars in a early stage of their 
life

Accretion and jet power in active galactic nuclei 7

! FSRQ  

! BL Lacs  

" !#NLS1 (" new) 

GPD 

RPD 

RPD 

! FSRQ  

! BL Lacs  

" !#NLS1 (" new) 

GPD 

Fig. 3 Jet power vs mass of the central black hole (top panel) and the accretion luminosity in
Eddington units (bottom panel). See the text for more details.

accretion where Ldisc ! ṁ2 and the high-accretion zone with Ldisc ! ṁ, while the present work adds
the !-NLS1s branch.

Fig. 3 shows also two different regimes: one where the jet power depends on the accretion and
another where it scales with the mass. BL Lac Objects are in the accretion-dependent regime, while
FSRQs and !-NLS1s are in the mass-dependent regime. Indeed, it is easy to recognize that the difference
of the jet power between FSRQs and !-NLS1s can be explained by the difference of mass between the

Foschini 2011, RAA....11.1266F
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Our monitoring
intro | instruments | tools



Effelsberg 100-m telescope IRAM 30-m telescope

APEX telescope Skinakas 1.3 m telescope

F-GAMMA program (Furhmann et al. 2007, AIPCS...
921...249 ; Angelakis et al. 2010arXiv1006.5610A):
• Effelsberg 100-m, IRAM 30-m and APEX 12-m 
• monitoring ~60 Fermi blazars since January 2007 
• at 2.6 - 345 GHz at 12 frequencies, optical and 

gamma-rays
• linear and circular polarization
• mean cadence 1.3 months

RoboPol program (Pavlidou, Angelakis et al. in prep.): 
• optical polarimetry (first light spring 2013)
• ~100 sources (targets and “control” sample) 
• cadence 1/3 days

VLBI structural evolution:
• J0324+3410 (Karamanavis, Furhmann et al. in prep.)

E. Angelakis, Max-Planck-Institut für Radioastronomie                                                                                                                                                                                          11th Helenic Astronomical Society Conference, September 2013 
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2010arXiv1006.5610A and Angelakis et al. in prep. 

MOJAVE survey 2cm 
scale: 1.162 kpc/" (assumed: Ho = 71, flat universe)

J0324+3410
cm to sub-cm bands | light curves

• mild variability at low frequencies and intense at 
high

• short-lived events
• high frequency events absent at low frequencies ! 

(events not energetic enough?...) 
• extended jet apparent even at intermediate 

frequencies
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Figure 1. SEDs of the four RL-NLS1s detected by Fermi/LAT in order of decreasing ! -ray flux. The SED of PMN J0948+0022 is that from Abdo et al. (2009a).
In the SED of 1H 0323+342, there are also detections in the hard X-rays by Swift/BAT (Cusumano et al. 2009) and INTEGRAL/ISGRI (Bird et al. 2007). The TeV
upper limit is derived from observations with Whipple (Falcone et al. 2004). Archival radio data are from NED, but are displayed just for completeness, since they are
not used in the model fit. The synchrotron self-absorption is clearly visible around 1011–12 Hz. The short dashed light blue line indicates the synchrotron component,
while the long dashed orange line is the SSC. The dot-dashed line refers to EC and the dotted black line represents the contribution of the accretion disk, X-ray corona
and the IR torus. The continuous blue line is the sum of all the contributions.

Table 3
Parameters Used to Model the SEDs

Name Rdiss
a log Mb RBLR

c P !
i

d Ld
e Bf !b

g "v
h !e,break

i !e,max
j s1

k s2
l

1H 0323+342 1.9 (650) 7.0 116 1.0 1.4 (0.9) 30 12 3 60 6000 –1 3.1
PKS 1502+036 24 (4000) 7.3 155 21 2.4 (0.8) 1.6 13 3 50 3000 1 3.2
PKS 2004–447 6 (4000) 6.7m 39 3.1 0.15 (0.2) 6.9 8 3 120 1500 0.2 2

PMN J0948+0022n 72 (1600) 8.2 300 240 9 (0.4) 3.4 10 6 800 1600 1 2.2

Notes.
a Dissipation radius in units of 1015 cm and (in parenthesis) in units of the Schwarzschild radius.
b Black hole mass in units of M" (details and caveats about the mass estimation used in this work can be found in Ghisellini et al. 2009a; the error with this
method is generally about 50%).
c Size of the BLR in units of 1015 cm.
d Power injected in the blob calculated in the comoving frame, in units of 1041 erg s#1.
e Accretion disk luminosity in units of 1045 erg s#1 calculated by integrating the thermal component (black dotted line) of the SEDs in Figure 1 and (in
parenthesis) in Eddington units.
f Magnetic field in Gauss.
g Bulk Lorentz factor at Rdiss.
h Viewing angle in degrees.
i Break random Lorentz factors of the injected electrons.
j Maximum random Lorentz factors of the injected electrons.
k Slope of the injected electron distribution below !e,break.
l Slope of the injected electron distribution above !e,break.
m Fixed from measurement with reverberation mapping method reported by Oshlack et al. (2001).
n See Abdo et al. (2009a).

Abdo et al. 2009, ApJ...707...L142–L147
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2010arXiv1006.5610A and Angelakis et al. in prep. 

J0324+3410
cm to sub-cm bands | radio SED

• prominent quiescence spectrum

‣ optically thin extended jet : α2.6-8.4 min ~ -0.5
• spectral evolution at high frequencies α25-230 max ~ 

+1.0

‣ very homogenous events
• rapid spectral variability (~month)
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Frequency
(GHz)

<PD>
(%) StDev <PA>

(deg) StDev

4.85 6.6 0.97 43 5

8.4 5.8 1.03 35 2

10.45 6 3.15 30 15

J0324+3410
cm to sub-cm bands | radio polarization

• highly radio polarized : signature of a optically thin 
relic jet

• highly variable polarization: indicative of spectral 
events 

• correlated with opacity evolution

analysis done by I. Myserlis
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J0324+3410
VLBI | structural evolution 

• combine variability D and apparent speeds to 
extract

‣ viewing angles
‣ Lorenz factors

• super-c indicating relativistic jet
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MOJAVE survey 2cm 
scale: 1.162 kpc/" (assumed: Ho = 71, flat universe)

J0948+0022 
cm to sub-cm bands | light curves

• intense variability (factors ~5)
• short events with spectral evolution
• events propagation in band-pass (energetic 

enough? ... )

Abdo et al. 2009, ApJ...707...L142–L147
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Figure 1. SEDs of the four RL-NLS1s detected by Fermi/LAT in order of decreasing ! -ray flux. The SED of PMN J0948+0022 is that from Abdo et al. (2009a).
In the SED of 1H 0323+342, there are also detections in the hard X-rays by Swift/BAT (Cusumano et al. 2009) and INTEGRAL/ISGRI (Bird et al. 2007). The TeV
upper limit is derived from observations with Whipple (Falcone et al. 2004). Archival radio data are from NED, but are displayed just for completeness, since they are
not used in the model fit. The synchrotron self-absorption is clearly visible around 1011–12 Hz. The short dashed light blue line indicates the synchrotron component,
while the long dashed orange line is the SSC. The dot-dashed line refers to EC and the dotted black line represents the contribution of the accretion disk, X-ray corona
and the IR torus. The continuous blue line is the sum of all the contributions.

Table 3
Parameters Used to Model the SEDs

Name Rdiss
a log Mb RBLR

c P !
i

d Ld
e Bf !b

g "v
h !e,break

i !e,max
j s1

k s2
l

1H 0323+342 1.9 (650) 7.0 116 1.0 1.4 (0.9) 30 12 3 60 6000 –1 3.1
PKS 1502+036 24 (4000) 7.3 155 21 2.4 (0.8) 1.6 13 3 50 3000 1 3.2
PKS 2004–447 6 (4000) 6.7m 39 3.1 0.15 (0.2) 6.9 8 3 120 1500 0.2 2

PMN J0948+0022n 72 (1600) 8.2 300 240 9 (0.4) 3.4 10 6 800 1600 1 2.2

Notes.
a Dissipation radius in units of 1015 cm and (in parenthesis) in units of the Schwarzschild radius.
b Black hole mass in units of M" (details and caveats about the mass estimation used in this work can be found in Ghisellini et al. 2009a; the error with this
method is generally about 50%).
c Size of the BLR in units of 1015 cm.
d Power injected in the blob calculated in the comoving frame, in units of 1041 erg s#1.
e Accretion disk luminosity in units of 1045 erg s#1 calculated by integrating the thermal component (black dotted line) of the SEDs in Figure 1 and (in
parenthesis) in Eddington units.
f Magnetic field in Gauss.
g Bulk Lorentz factor at Rdiss.
h Viewing angle in degrees.
i Break random Lorentz factors of the injected electrons.
j Maximum random Lorentz factors of the injected electrons.
k Slope of the injected electron distribution below !e,break.
l Slope of the injected electron distribution above !e,break.
m Fixed from measurement with reverberation mapping method reported by Oshlack et al. (2001).
n See Abdo et al. (2009a).
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J0948+0022 
cm to sub-cm bands | radio SED

• absent (?) quiescence spectrum:                           
α2.6-8.4 min ~  -0.13 

• spectral evolution present at all frequencies:       
α2.6-8.4 max ~ +1.3 

• variability transverses the band-pass                      
α25-230 max ~ +1.6 and α25-230 min ~ -1.7

‣ homogenous events
• rapid spectral variability
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Frequency
(GHz)

<PD>
(%) StDev <PA>

(deg) StDev

4.85 1.4 1.3

8.4 1.1 1.1

10.45 3.3 3.3

J0948+0022 
cm to sub-cm bands | radio polarization

• radio un-polarised : core dominated, optically thick 
unpolarised emission  

• optical polarization historical values ~19%
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MOJAVE survey 2cm 
scale: 5.416 kpc/" (assumed: Ho = 71, flat universe)

J1505+0326 
cm to sub-cm bands | light curves

• mild variability 
• long events
• core dominated

Abdo et al. 2009, ApJ...707...L142–L147
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Figure 1. SEDs of the four RL-NLS1s detected by Fermi/LAT in order of decreasing ! -ray flux. The SED of PMN J0948+0022 is that from Abdo et al. (2009a).
In the SED of 1H 0323+342, there are also detections in the hard X-rays by Swift/BAT (Cusumano et al. 2009) and INTEGRAL/ISGRI (Bird et al. 2007). The TeV
upper limit is derived from observations with Whipple (Falcone et al. 2004). Archival radio data are from NED, but are displayed just for completeness, since they are
not used in the model fit. The synchrotron self-absorption is clearly visible around 1011–12 Hz. The short dashed light blue line indicates the synchrotron component,
while the long dashed orange line is the SSC. The dot-dashed line refers to EC and the dotted black line represents the contribution of the accretion disk, X-ray corona
and the IR torus. The continuous blue line is the sum of all the contributions.

Table 3
Parameters Used to Model the SEDs

Name Rdiss
a log Mb RBLR

c P !
i

d Ld
e Bf !b

g "v
h !e,break

i !e,max
j s1

k s2
l

1H 0323+342 1.9 (650) 7.0 116 1.0 1.4 (0.9) 30 12 3 60 6000 –1 3.1
PKS 1502+036 24 (4000) 7.3 155 21 2.4 (0.8) 1.6 13 3 50 3000 1 3.2
PKS 2004–447 6 (4000) 6.7m 39 3.1 0.15 (0.2) 6.9 8 3 120 1500 0.2 2

PMN J0948+0022n 72 (1600) 8.2 300 240 9 (0.4) 3.4 10 6 800 1600 1 2.2

Notes.
a Dissipation radius in units of 1015 cm and (in parenthesis) in units of the Schwarzschild radius.
b Black hole mass in units of M" (details and caveats about the mass estimation used in this work can be found in Ghisellini et al. 2009a; the error with this
method is generally about 50%).
c Size of the BLR in units of 1015 cm.
d Power injected in the blob calculated in the comoving frame, in units of 1041 erg s#1.
e Accretion disk luminosity in units of 1045 erg s#1 calculated by integrating the thermal component (black dotted line) of the SEDs in Figure 1 and (in
parenthesis) in Eddington units.
f Magnetic field in Gauss.
g Bulk Lorentz factor at Rdiss.
h Viewing angle in degrees.
i Break random Lorentz factors of the injected electrons.
j Maximum random Lorentz factors of the injected electrons.
k Slope of the injected electron distribution below !e,break.
l Slope of the injected electron distribution above !e,break.
m Fixed from measurement with reverberation mapping method reported by Oshlack et al. (2001).
n See Abdo et al. (2009a).
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J1505+0326 
cm to sub-cm bands | radio SED

• mostly convex spectrum  

‣ α2.6-8.4 min ~  -0.2 and α2.6-8.4 min ~  +0.3     
α10-25 max ~ +0.2 and α10-25 min ~ -0.5

• mild spectral evolution
• variability self-similar : semi-achromatic
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Frequency
(GHz)

<PD>
(%) StDev <PA>

(deg) StDev

4.85 1.3 0.7

8.4 1.3 0.7

10.45 2.9 3.1

R band 5.7 +/- 5.3

J1505+0326 
radio and optical polarization

• radio rather un-polarized or very little or variable: 
core dominated, optically thick un-polarized 
emission  

• optically: un-polarized
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variability mechanism | TB  | Doppler factors | jet powers



Variability
TB and Doppler factors

I. Nestoras, L. Fuhrmann, E. Angelakis: The first 5 years of IRAM 30-m monitoring

result in a rapid cooling of the system, bringing the synchrotron
brightness temperature below this limit.

An alternative approach to the maximum brightness temper-
ature is that of (Readhead 1994). It is shown that for the in-
verse Compton catastrophe to occur, a very large di↵erence from
the equipartition and minimum energy condition is required.
Using the argument that there is equipartition between the par-
ticles radiating and the magnetic field (Scott & Readhead 1977)
and combing this with an upper limit to the magnetic field, the
equipartition brightness temperature is defined.

Independently of the assumed limit in brightness temper-
ature, values exceeding these limits are often observed and
Doppler boosting is needed to explain the excess. The variabil-
ity brightness temperatures are computed from variability time
scales (Sect. 6.3.3) and amplitudes (Sect. 6.3.2) on the basis of
the light–travel–time argument. The brightness temperature is
then given, by:

TB = 4.5 · 1010 · �S �
 
� · d�

�t� · (1 + z)2

!2

(19)

where:
�S � is the variability amplitude
z is the redshift

Figures 8, 9 and 10 present the histograms of the computed
brightness temperature values from Eq. 19. It can be seen that
the brightness temperatures are decreasing towards higher fre-
quencies. The obtained values are given in Table 14.

Fig. 8. Histogram of brightness temperatures (log TB) for 86 GHz and
for the di↵erent class of sources. All sources (grey), FSRQs (black),
BL Lacs (green). The average values can be seen at Table 14.

A Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K–S) (Press et al. 1992) statisti-
cal test was performed for the two distributions of BL Lac and
FSRQ populations, to investigate the possibility of a correlation
between the two samples. At 3 mm the probability of the samples
to have similar statistical properties is P = 7.3 %, and at 2 mm
is P = 0.003 %. Unfortunately small number statistics prevented
a calculation of the K–S test for 1 mm. The K–S tests indicate
that there is a very high probability of a statistical di↵erence be-
tween FSRQs and BL Lacs for 2 mm. Unfortunately because of
the small number of sources a K–S test could not be performed
at 1 mm.

Fig. 9. Histogram of brightness temperatures (log TB) for 142 GHz and
for the di↵erent class of sources. All sources (grey), FSRQs (black),
BL Lacs (green). The average values can be seen at Table 14.

Fig. 10. Histogram of brightness temperatures (log TB) for 228 GHz and
for the di↵erent class of sources. All sources (grey), FSRQs (black),
BL Lacs (green). The average values can be seen at Table 14.

6.5. Doppler factors

A maximum brightness temperature of 5 ·1010K was used in this
paper as a more realistic limit and any value exceeding that it is
attributed to Doppler boosting e↵ects. The equation relating the
brightness temperature to the Doppler factor in order to explain
the excess temperature is (Fuhrmann 2004):

TB ' 5 · 1010 ·
 
�var,IC

1 + z

!3+↵

(20)

where �var,IC is the Doppler factor.
Solving for the Doppler factor we get Eq. 21 (Fuhrmann

2004) :

�var,IC = (1 + z) 3+↵
p

TB/5 · 1010 (21)

where ↵ is the spectral index (see section 6.6) and z the redshift.
A canonical value of ↵ = �0.7 is used for the analysis performed
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FSRQ populations, to investigate the possibility of a correlation
between the two samples. At 3 mm the probability of the samples
to have similar statistical properties is P = 7.3 %, and at 2 mm
is P = 0.003 %. Unfortunately small number statistics prevented
a calculation of the K–S test for 1 mm. The K–S tests indicate
that there is a very high probability of a statistical di↵erence be-
tween FSRQs and BL Lacs for 2 mm. Unfortunately because of
the small number of sources a K–S test could not be performed
at 1 mm.
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6.5. Doppler factors

A maximum brightness temperature of 5 ·1010K was used in this
paper as a more realistic limit and any value exceeding that it is
attributed to Doppler boosting e↵ects. The equation relating the
brightness temperature to the Doppler factor in order to explain
the excess temperature is (Fuhrmann 2004):
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where �var,IC is the Doppler factor.
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Variability amplitude measures brightness 
temperature:

Assuming Equipartition brightness temperature 
limit:

Hence, Equipartition Doppler factor:
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the equipartition and minimum energy condition is required.
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then given, by:

TB = 4.5 · 1010 · �S �
 
� · d�

�t� · (1 + z)2

!2

(19)

where:
�S � is the variability amplitude
z is the redshift

Figures 8, 9 and 10 present the histograms of the computed
brightness temperature values from Eq. 19. It can be seen that
the brightness temperatures are decreasing towards higher fre-
quencies. The obtained values are given in Table 14.

Fig. 8. Histogram of brightness temperatures (log TB) for 86 GHz and
for the di↵erent class of sources. All sources (grey), FSRQs (black),
BL Lacs (green). The average values can be seen at Table 14.

A Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K–S) (Press et al. 1992) statisti-
cal test was performed for the two distributions of BL Lac and
FSRQ populations, to investigate the possibility of a correlation
between the two samples. At 3 mm the probability of the samples
to have similar statistical properties is P = 7.3 %, and at 2 mm
is P = 0.003 %. Unfortunately small number statistics prevented
a calculation of the K–S test for 1 mm. The K–S tests indicate
that there is a very high probability of a statistical di↵erence be-
tween FSRQs and BL Lacs for 2 mm. Unfortunately because of
the small number of sources a K–S test could not be performed
at 1 mm.

Fig. 9. Histogram of brightness temperatures (log TB) for 142 GHz and
for the di↵erent class of sources. All sources (grey), FSRQs (black),
BL Lacs (green). The average values can be seen at Table 14.

Fig. 10. Histogram of brightness temperatures (log TB) for 228 GHz and
for the di↵erent class of sources. All sources (grey), FSRQs (black),
BL Lacs (green). The average values can be seen at Table 14.

6.5. Doppler factors

A maximum brightness temperature of 5 ·1010K was used in this
paper as a more realistic limit and any value exceeding that it is
attributed to Doppler boosting e↵ects. The equation relating the
brightness temperature to the Doppler factor in order to explain
the excess temperature is (Fuhrmann 2004):

TB ' 5 · 1010 ·
 
�var,IC

1 + z

!3+↵

(20)

where �var,IC is the Doppler factor.
Solving for the Doppler factor we get Eq. 21 (Fuhrmann

2004) :

�var,IC = (1 + z) 3+↵
p

TB/5 · 1010 (21)

where ↵ is the spectral index (see section 6.6) and z the redshift.
A canonical value of ↵ = �0.7 is used for the analysis performed
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result in a rapid cooling of the system, bringing the synchrotron
brightness temperature below this limit.

An alternative approach to the maximum brightness temper-
ature is that of (Readhead 1994). It is shown that for the in-
verse Compton catastrophe to occur, a very large di↵erence from
the equipartition and minimum energy condition is required.
Using the argument that there is equipartition between the par-
ticles radiating and the magnetic field (Scott & Readhead 1977)
and combing this with an upper limit to the magnetic field, the
equipartition brightness temperature is defined.

Independently of the assumed limit in brightness temper-
ature, values exceeding these limits are often observed and
Doppler boosting is needed to explain the excess. The variabil-
ity brightness temperatures are computed from variability time
scales (Sect. 6.3.3) and amplitudes (Sect. 6.3.2) on the basis of
the light–travel–time argument. The brightness temperature is
then given, by:

TB = 4.5 · 1010 · �S �
 
� · d�

�t� · (1 + z)2

!2

(19)

where:
�S � is the variability amplitude
z is the redshift

Figures 8, 9 and 10 present the histograms of the computed
brightness temperature values from Eq. 19. It can be seen that
the brightness temperatures are decreasing towards higher fre-
quencies. The obtained values are given in Table 14.

Fig. 8. Histogram of brightness temperatures (log TB) for 86 GHz and
for the di↵erent class of sources. All sources (grey), FSRQs (black),
BL Lacs (green). The average values can be seen at Table 14.

A Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K–S) (Press et al. 1992) statisti-
cal test was performed for the two distributions of BL Lac and
FSRQ populations, to investigate the possibility of a correlation
between the two samples. At 3 mm the probability of the samples
to have similar statistical properties is P = 7.3 %, and at 2 mm
is P = 0.003 %. Unfortunately small number statistics prevented
a calculation of the K–S test for 1 mm. The K–S tests indicate
that there is a very high probability of a statistical di↵erence be-
tween FSRQs and BL Lacs for 2 mm. Unfortunately because of
the small number of sources a K–S test could not be performed
at 1 mm.

Fig. 9. Histogram of brightness temperatures (log TB) for 142 GHz and
for the di↵erent class of sources. All sources (grey), FSRQs (black),
BL Lacs (green). The average values can be seen at Table 14.

Fig. 10. Histogram of brightness temperatures (log TB) for 228 GHz and
for the di↵erent class of sources. All sources (grey), FSRQs (black),
BL Lacs (green). The average values can be seen at Table 14.

6.5. Doppler factors

A maximum brightness temperature of 5 ·1010K was used in this
paper as a more realistic limit and any value exceeding that it is
attributed to Doppler boosting e↵ects. The equation relating the
brightness temperature to the Doppler factor in order to explain
the excess temperature is (Fuhrmann 2004):

TB ' 5 · 1010 ·
 
�var,IC

1 + z

!3+↵

(20)

where �var,IC is the Doppler factor.
Solving for the Doppler factor we get Eq. 21 (Fuhrmann

2004) :

�var,IC = (1 + z) 3+↵
p

TB/5 · 1010 (21)

where ↵ is the spectral index (see section 6.6) and z the redshift.
A canonical value of ↵ = �0.7 is used for the analysis performed
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Variability
TB and Doppler factors

• J0324+3410
‣ time scales ~ 40 d
‣ TB,15GHz: ~ 4.1x1010 oK (log=11.6) 

implying D ~ 0.4

• J0948+0022 (see also Foschini et al. 2012, 
2012arXiv1209.5867F)
‣ time scales ~180 d 
‣ TB,15GHz: ~ 2.3x10+12 oK (log=13.4) 

implying D ~ 2.1 

• J1505+0326 
‣ time scales ~120 d
‣ TB,15GHz: 5.3x10+11 oK (log=12.7) 

implying D ~ 1.1
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intrinsic modulation indices

• shock model (Marscher & Gear 1985)
• study case CTA102:
‣ a conical jet (p = 1)
‣ a toroidal magnetic field    (b = 1.2)
‣  constant Doppler factor

• if all follow same pattern: increase - max: ~ 60-80 
GHz - then plateau -decrease

calculations done by C. Fromm

The Astrophysical Journal Supplement Series, 194:29 (22pp), 2011 June Richards et al.

Figure 8. 1! , 2! , and 3! contours of the joint likelihood L(S0, m) for blazar
J1243!0218.

Therefore, the likelihood of observing one flux density Sj with
uncertainty !j from the particular source is

"j =
!

all St

dSt

exp
"
! (St!Sj )2

2! 2
j

#

!j

"
2#

exp
"
! (St!S0)2

2! 2
0

#

!o

"
2#

, (18)

which amounts to calculating the probability to observe Sj
through any possible true flux density value St. If the limits
of integration above are taken to be from St = !# to St = #
then the integral has an analytic solution (see, e.g., Venters &
Pavlidou 2007):

"j = 1
$

2#
%
! 2

0 + ! 2
j

& exp
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! (Sj ! S0)2
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! 2

j + ! 2
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&
(

. (19)

The likelihood for N observations (Sj , !j ) for j = 1, ..., N is

L(S0, !0) =
N)

j=1
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*
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The intrinsic standard deviation !0 can be eliminated in favor of
the intrinsic modulation index,

!0 = mS0, (21)

so that

L(S0,m) = S0

*

+
N)

j=1

1
$
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Figure 9. Maximum-likelihood Gaussian model for the flux density distribution
(dashed line), plotted over the histogram of measured flux densities (solid line)
for blazar J1243!0218. The arrow indicates the size of the typical measurement
uncertainty.

This likelihood is symmetric about m = 0, as m only enters
through its square. For this reason, this formalism can guaran-
tee non-negative intrinsic modulation indices without loss of
information.

Maximizing the joint likelihood L(S0,m), we can derive
maximum-likelihood estimates of S0 and m. Isolikelihood con-
tours containing 68.26%, 95.45%, and 99.73% of the total vol-
ume under the joint likelihood surface define the 1! , 2! , and
3! contours, respectively (see Figure 8 for an example in the
case of J1243!0218, whose light curve is shown in Figure 7).
The maximum-likelihood Gaussian for the distribution of flux
densities for the same object is compared to the histogram of
measurements in Figure 9. Note that the maximum-likelihood
Gaussian is narrower than the histogram; this behavior is ex-
pected, as the histogram is a representation of measurements
sampling the underlying distribution with finite error. The typ-
ical magnitude of the latter for the particular source is shown
in Figure 9 with the blue arrows, and it is indeed comparable
with the difference in width between the maximum-likelihood
Gaussian and the histogram.

To derive the most likely value of m and the associated
uncertainties regardless of the true value of S0, we integrate
S0 out of L(S0,m), and obtain the marginalized likelihood as a
function of only m:

L(m) =
!

all S0

dS0S0

3
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8 . (23)

Then, the value of m that maximizes the marginalized likelihood
is our best estimate of it, and the 1! uncertainty on the
modulation index can be found by locating the isolikelihood
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Marginalizing out the intrinsic mean, S 0, we can obtain
maximum–likelihood values for �0, as well as uncertainties on
this estimate. We consider a source to be variable at a given fre-
quency when �0 at that frequency is more than 3� away from
0. The computed intrinsic values of the standard deviation are
plotted for every source separately at Fig. 6.

It can been seen that in most of the cases the intrinsic stan-
dard deviation is flat or decreases with frequency. To quantify
this behaviour, a power law of the form �0 ⇠ ⌫krest has been fitted
with k being the slope in Fig. 6. These calculations were made in
the source rest–frame in order to remove the e↵ects of redshift
to the turnover frequency. The distribution of the fitted k-indices
is plotted in Fig. 7. The mean and the median values of the com-
puted k-indices are �0.36 and �0.45, respectively.

Fig. 6. Intrinsic standard Deviation versus rest frequency. Each line rep-
resents one source, black lines are for FSRQs and red lines for BL Lac
objects.

Fig. 7. Histogram of the computed k-index (� ⇠ ⌫k
rest). It is clear that

most of the sources have a negative index, indicating that they have a
steep slope and that the observing bandpass is above the ⌫r frequency
according to Valtaoja et al. (1992b). The mean and the median values
of the distribution are �0.36 and �0.45 respectively.

6.3.3. Time scales

The variability time scales have been estimated by means of
two independent methods of time series analysis, a first-order
structure function (Simonetti et al. 1985) and a wavelet analysis,
based on the Ricker (‘Mexican hat’) mother wavelet (Marchili et
al., in prep.). It is not uncommon that more than one time scale
is detected in a dataset.

The wavelet method associates to each time scale a variabil-
ity amplitude, allowing us to unambiguously select the strongest,
and to fully automate the estimation. The structure function re-
sults, instead, are generally subject to some degree of arbitrari-
ness. To understand the reason, it may be useful to consider how
the structure function SF, is calculated for a time series { fi}i :

S F (⌧) =
1
N

X

i j

h
f (ti) � f

⇣
t j
⌘i2

(18)

where the sum is extended to the N pairs (ti, t j) for which ti , t j

and ⌧� �⌧2 k ti � t j k ⌧+ �⌧2 . �⌧ is generally of the order of the
data sampling; SF is calculated over a discrete set of ⌧ values,
multiples of �⌧.

The structure function time scale is identified with the ⌧
value for which the function shows a plateau. When more than
one plateaus are detected, for instance at time-lags ⌧1, ⌧2, ..., ⌧n,
it may not be obvious to establish which one is the most signifi-
cant. In order to overcome this problem, we defined the charac-
teristic time scale as the ⌧k for which S F(⌧k) ' S Fhigh, where
S Fhigh is the average value of the structure function calculated
for ⌧ > ⌧k.

The proposed definition of the structure function time scale
has the advantage that it allows a fully automated calculation.
Given the large number of light curves to analyse, the automa-
tion of both the structure function and the wavelet algorithms
must be regarded essential. The significance of the results can be
evaluated by comparing the values returned by the two indepen-
dent methods. A linear regression of the structure function time
scales versus the wavelet ones for the whole sample, comprising
more than 600 light curves, returns a correlation coe�cient of
0.83, with a slope of 1.0, showing that the definitions of the time
scales are consistent among each other. Some indicative mean

Table 13. Mean characteristic time scales for our source sample per
frequency.

Mean Median
(days) (days)

86 GHz 345.2 ± 237.7 280.0
142 GHz 330.9 ± 178.5 300.0
228 GHz 296.1 ± 154.0 300.0

numbers of the resulted calculations can be seen in Table 13. All
the typical time scales of our sources are presented in Table A.2.

6.4. Brightness temperatures

It was first suggested by Kellermann & Pauliny-Toth (1969) that
there is an inverse Compton upper limit on the maximum radio
brightness temperatures of compact self-absorbed radio sources.
At brightness temperature of ⇠ 1012 K energy losses of radiating
electrons due to inverse Compton e↵ects become so large that
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jet powers
radiative and kinetic

• jet power calculated according to the 
model by Ghisellini & Tavecchio 2009, 
MNRAS...397...985

• H0=70 km/s/Mpc
• the physical basis of the correlations are 

described by Blandford & Konigl 1979  
(found that the radio flux is linked to the jet 
power) 

• radiative and kinetic (electronc+protons
+B) jet powers

6 L. Foschini

contributions. It is known that the luminosity of a relativistic jet is correlated with its radio core emission
according to (Blandford & Königl 1979, Körding et al. 2006):

Pjet ! L12/17
radio,core (1)

and, therefore, this relationship can be used as a way to “calibrate” the Ghisellini & Tavecchio’s model.
In this work, I used the radio data at 15 GHz, mostly from the MOJAVE Project, which in turn is based
on high-resolution VLBA observations that allow to have the best measurement of the core available
to date. Obviously, in this case the three new !-NLS1s (sources in italics in Table 1) have not been
considered, since no modeling is available yet. Instead, the relationship obtained and shown below has
been used to calculate the jet power of these three sources from the radio measurements.

The results are displayed in Fig. 2, where the correlation is already visible by eye. The search
for correlation has been performed by using the ASURV Rev. 1.2 software package (Lavalley et
al. 1992), which makes use of the algorithms by Feigelson & Nelson (1985) and Isobe et al. (1986).
The correlation is confirmed by the Spearman’s " = 0.8 (Pchance < 10!4) and a high Z value of the
Kendall’s test (Z = 5.6, Pchance < 10!4). The two powers are linked by the following equation:

logPjet = (11± 3) + (0.81± 0.06) logL15 GHz (2)

The index 0.81 is not exactly consistent with the theoretical value of 12/17(" 0.71) in the Eq. (1),
but the difference is not very significant by taking into account the error. In addition, it is worth noting
that the present sample is basically built on a limited sample. When more data will be added, the corre-
lation is likely to improve. It is possible to have an idea of the robustness of the result, by cross-cheking
with similar results obtained by other authors with more complete samples. Since the jet power is di-
rectly linked to the power emitted at high-energy ! rays, it is possible to compare the Eq. (2) with other
correlation between radio and ! rays. For example, Bloom (2008) found:

L400 MeV ! L0.77±0.03
8.4 GHz (3)

while Ghirlanda et al. (2011) found a steeper index, but by using the integrated luminosity at E >
100MeV:

L>100 MeV ! L1.07±0.05
20 GHz (4)

Therefore, I conclude that the “calibration” of the Ghisellini & Tavecchio’s model (Eq. 2) is reliable,
despite of the above mentioned caveats.

It is then possible to check if there is any dependence of the jet power on the mass. Fig. 3 (top panel)
displays the corresponding plot. The presence of !-NLS1s now fills the part of low masses. The dashed
lines are just to remind the branches that are much more evident (but inverted!) in the graphic of the
jet power vs the accretion luminosity in Eddington units, as displayed in Fig. 3 (bottom panel). FSRQs
and BL Lac Objects are placed along a line from low power/low accretion to high power/high accretion.
This is the well-known “blazar main sequence” (see the blue dashed ellipse), where FSRQ have a strong
disc and evolve to poorly accreting BL Lac Objects (Cavaliere & D’Elia 2002, Böttcher & Dermer
2002, Maraschi & Tavecchio 2003). It can be read also as the “blazar cooling sequence” as revised
by Ghisellini & Tavecchio (2008), where the jet power is a function of the accretion rate. In this case,
powerful discs determine a rich environment where electrons can cool efficiently (high power blazars),
while on the opposite side there are BL Lacs with weak discs and hence a photon-starved environment,
which in turn imply a greater difficulty to cool relativistic electrons. However, I note immediately than
!-NLS1s develop a separate branch (red dashed ellipse), where a low power jet is associated with a
highly accreting disc.

Also in this case, it is possible to compensate the small and non-homogeneous sample with the
comparison with another larger sample. In this case, one can compare Fig. 3 (bottom panel) of the
present work with Fig. 5 of Ghisellini et al. (2011). The blazar part is confirmed, with the branch at low

Foschini 2011, RAA....11.1266F

Source log(Pradiative)
(log(erg/s))

log(Pkinetic)
(log(erg/s))

J0324+3410 43.27 43.52

J0849+5108 44.80 45.36

J0948+0022 44.98 45.58

J1246+0038 43.48 43.78

J1505+0326 44.72 45.26
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Conclusions
Light curves

• Light Curves
‣ 0324 and 1505: mild variability 
‣ J0948: intense variability (factors of 

5)
‣ variability (intrinsic stdev) for J0324, 

J0948 imitates the “shock-in-jet” 
- exception: J1505 behaves 

otherwise
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Conclusions
Radio SEDs

‣ not one flavour
‣ J0324: quiescent present, mild evolution, only high 

frequencies 
‣ J0849: NO quiescent present, intense evolution, all 

frequencies
‣ J0948: NO quiescent present, intense evolution, all 

frequencies
‣ J1505: NO quiescent present, NO evolution - 

achromatic

E. Angelakis, Max-Planck-Institut für Radioastronomie                                                                                                                                                                                          11th Helenic Astronomical Society Conference, September 2013 



Conclusions
Polarization

‣ J0324: radio polarized (indicative of opt. thin large scale 
jet.) - R-band unpolarized

‣ J0948: radio unpolarized - R-band (?)
‣ J1505: radio unpolarized - R-band unpolarized
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Conclusions
• a new class of gamma ray AGNs
• low mass systems (106-8)
• high accretion ~Ledd

• clear indications for presence of a relativistic jet with characteristics (e.g. variability 
mechanisms) as seen in all other blazars)
‣ superluminal motions
‣ SBS 0846+513 reaches observed isotropic γ-ray luminosity (0.1–300 GeV) of 1.0×1048 erg 

s−1 on daily timescales, comparable to that of luminous FSRQs
‣ similar 0948 (Foschini et al 2012)
‣ spectral evolution 
‣ High TB

‣ polarization

• what is the key parameter for switching on the jet activity if not the mass, spin? 
• more sources needed 
• longer cycle to be observed 
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Thank you!
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Angelakis et al. in prep. 

Source z Var. 
Index*

Energy Flux 
(erg cm−2 s−1 )

Log(R)**

J0324+3410 0.061 90.6 1.42E-11 2.3 (at 5GHz)

J0849+5108 0.584 - - 3.16

J0948+0022 0.585 326.5 3.89E-11 2.55

J1246+0238 0.363 - - 2.38

J1505+0326 0.409 27.7 2.05E-11 3.19
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* Var. Index: 41.6 => chance of being a steady source of less than 1%
R=f(1.4GHz)/f(4400A) from Yuan et al. 2008, ApJ...685...801
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of less than 1%. Apart from a small fraction of the sample pre-
sented here, the source exhibit satistically siggnficant variability
in the !-rays.
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Fig. 1. The redshift distribution for the di!ernt classes of blazars as they
are reported in teh BZCAT and only for the source presented here which
are included in the catalog plotted against the distribution of the sources
in teh CGRaBS catalog (Healey et al. 2008). It must be noted that the
x-axis has been trancuated at 4 to assist the readre’s eye and only.
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Fig. 2. The 300 MeV to 1 GeV Energy Flux distribution for the di!ernt
classes of sources in the sample presented here, as it is provided in the
2FGL catalog (Nolan et al. 2012).

NOTES:

1. can we create a complete sub-sample of our sample?
2. do a hist of the redshift and class hfp, ifp, lfp
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Fig. 3. The !-ray Variability Index distribution for the di!ernt classes
of sources in the sample presented here, as it is provided in the 2FGL
catalog (Nolan et al. 2012). Th ebin size has been set to the value of
41.6 which corresponds to chance of being a steady source of less than
1%.

3.5. GNLSY in the sample

4. Observations and Data Reduction

4.1. Receivers and observing technique

The studies discussed here are based on measurements acquired
with the heterodyne receivers mounted on the secondary fo-
cus of the 100-m E!elsberg telescope. In table 1 are summa-
rized their most important characteristics. The systems at 4.85,
10.45 and 32GHz are equiped with multiple feeds allowing
di!erential measurements. This technique can theoretically re-
move e!ects of atmospheric emission or absorption purtuba-
tions. Practically, only linear tropospheric variations can be re-
moved mostly because the partial overlap between the atmo-
sphere columns “seen” by the feeds.

The measuremetnts reported here have been conducted with
“cross-scans” i.e. by slewing over the source position and mea-
sure the antenna response. It has been chosen chiefly because it
allows (a) immediate detection of extended source structure, (b)
detection of confusion due to neighboring field sources and (c)
pointing o!-set corrections. Concerning the latter point, the ob-
servations at almost all frequencies are done with two “scans”
(observing cycles). The first, being relatively short, is meant to
correct the pointing of the telescope. The second, which can long
to match the desired sensitivity, is the one which is used as the
measurement itself.

In the case of receivers equiped with multiple feeds (see ta-
ble 1), di!erential measuremets have been perfomred. This al-
lows the removal of linear tropospheric variations.

NOTES:

1. observing technique / strategy time estimates
2. statistics of obesrvations: sampling rates, number sources,
good/bad days
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